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table of contents of pacific war online encyclopedia - the online pacific war encyclopedia the pacific war online
encyclopedia, war of the pacific wikipedia - the war of the pacific spanish guerra del pac fico also known as the saltpeter
war spanish guerra del salitre and by multiple other names was a war between chile and a bolivian peruvian alliance it
lasted from 1879 to 1884 and was fought over chilean claims on coastal bolivian territory in the atacama desert the war
ended with a chilean victory who gained a significant resource rich, the pacific war online encyclopedia division graduate division the division was the largest permanent formation in the land forces of most participants in the second
world war it varied in size from 6 000 to 25 000 men and was usually led by a major general or lieutenant general, pacific
ocean theater of world war ii wikipedia - the pacific ocean theater during world war ii was a major theater of the war
between the allies and the empire of japan it was defined by the allied powers pacific ocean area command which included
most of the pacific ocean and its islands while mainland asia was excluded as were the philippines the dutch east indies
borneo australia most of the territory of new guinea and the, korean war new world encyclopedia - the korean war is the
name given to a civil war between the nations of north korea and south korea which were created out of the occupation
zones of the soviet union and united states established at the end of world war ii the conflict began on june 25 1950 and
fighting continued until an armistice on july 27 1953 although since no official peace treaty was signed the war is still not,
world war i new world encyclopedia - the first world war known as the great war before 1939 and as world war one after
1950 lasted from august 1914 to the final armistice with germany on november 11 1918 during the war it was referred to as
the war to end all wars some question the appropriateness of the term world war because it was largely a european north
african and middle eastern war, pacific islands region pacific ocean britannica com - pacific islands pacific islands
island geographic region of the pacific ocean it comprises three ethnogeographic groupings melanesia micronesia and
polynesia but conventionally excludes the neighbouring island continent of australia the asia related indonesian philippine
and japanese archipelagoes and the, refighting the pacific war an alternative history of - refighting the pacific war looks
at how world war ii in the pacific might have unfolded differently giving historians authors and veterans the opportunity to
discuss what happened and what might have happened contributors to this alternative history include noted military
historians william bartsch john burton donald goldstein john lundstrom robert mrazek jon parshall douglas smith, world war
ii encyclopedia of arkansas - during world war ii arkansas underwent fundamental social and economic changes that
affected all parts of the state from the creation of ordnance plants to the presence of prisoners of war pows and japanese
american internees the impact of the war meant that the arkansas of 1945 was vastly different from the arkansas of 1941,
death on the hellships prisoners at sea in the pacific - death on the hellships prisoners at sea in the pacific war gregory f
michno on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers now available in paperback death on the hellships chronicles the
true dimensions of the allied pow experience at sea it is a disturbing story many believe the bataan death march even pales
by comparison
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